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Question 1: Semaphores

What is the expected output of the following?

sem_t g[6];

void Q () { sem_wait(&g[5]); sem_post(&g[5]); }

void *M (void *id) {

int i;

for (i=0 ; i < 5 ; i++) {

sem_wait(&g[i]);

printf("W(%d) ",i+1);

}

sem_post(&g[5]);

}

void *W (void *id) { sem_post(&g[(int)id]); }

void *N (void *id) {

Q();

printf("N(%d) ",(int)id-4);

}

int main () {

pthread_t t[11];

int id[10], i;

for (i=0 ; i < 6 ; i++) sem_init(&g[i], 0, 0);

for (i=0 ; i < 10 ; i++) id[i] = i;

for (i=0 ; i < 5 ; i++) pthread_create(&t[i], NULL, W, (void*)id[i]);

for (i=5 ; i < 10 ; i++) pthread_create(&t[i], NULL, N, (void*)id[i]);

pthread_create(&t[10], NULL, M, NULL);

pthread_exit(NULL);

}

acceptable answer:

W(1) W(2) W(3) W(4) W(5) N(1) N(2) N(3) N(4) N(5)

Note: any permuation of the N objects is OK
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Question 2: Knowledge of terms related to OS

Say something noteworthy about the following

1. Type safety

A program cannot perform an operation on an object such as an int or string or a class object

in the case of objected-oriented languages unless that operation is defined for that object

2. Thread

An executing section of code, with its own stack, flags, and priority, that can be scheduled in

the CPU alongside other threads and processes

3. Thread safety

Ensuring that all sections of code that can be accessed by more than one thread does not allow

one of the threads to change the results of another thread in an undesirable way

4. ACPI

Advanced Configuration and Power Interface is a specification for controlling the configuration

of devices such as processors and manages power consumption. This spec is significant in that

it is implemented in the OS

5. read before write

A potential safety violation - why would a non-malicious program do a read before a write? A

malicious program might be looking for crypto-variables that had not been cleaned up after a

previous execution.

6. Co-routine

A generalization of subroutine where at least two functions cooperate in a way that causes any

one to suspend itself so that another may resume
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Question 3: Thread problems

In the following code a pri worker thread is supposed to run concurrently with two

sec worker threads but if it finishes first, it waits until both sec worker threads

finish before printing ’done 1 : 999547’ and otherwise goes right ahead and prints

it. But this does not usually happen. What can be done to fix this?

float result = 0.0;

bool done[] = false, false ;

pthread mutex t mutex;

pthread cond t condvar;

void *pri worker(void *id) {
int i, w=0;

for (i=0 ; i < 1000000 ; i++) w++; /* some work */

pthread mutex lock(&mutex);

if (!done[0]) pthread cond wait(&condvar, &mutex);

if (!done[1]) pthread cond wait(&condvar, &mutex);

printf("done %d : %d", (int)id, w+(int)result);

pthread mutex unlock(&mutex);

pthread exit(NULL);

}

void *sec worker(void *id) {
int i;

for (i=0 ; i < 2*((int)id+6) ; i++) {
pthread mutex lock(&mutex);

result += tan(i);

pthread mutex unlock(&mutex);

}
done[(int)id-2] = true;

pthread cond signal(&condvar);

pthread exit(NULL);

}

int main(int argc, char *argv[]) {
long id[] = 1,2,3 ;

pthread t threads[3];

pthread mutex init(&mutex, NULL);

pthread cond init (&condvar, NULL);

pthread create(&threads[0], NULL, pri worker, (void*)id[0]);

pthread create(&threads[1], NULL, sec worker, (void*)id[1]);

pthread create(&threads[2], NULL, sec worker, (void*)id[2]);

pthread exit (NULL);

}

acceptable answer: in red above
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Question 4: Memory hierarchy

1. Why is there a memory hierarchy to worry about?

Memory devices that have low cost per bit are slow and devices that are fast have high cost

per bit. Hence, it is economical to have small amounts of fast memory to directly support

processor operations, feed that fast memory from some intermediate, slower but cheaper and

larger memory, feed that memory from even slower and even cheaper very large memory and so

on.

2. What device is used to interface levels of a memory hierarchy?

A cache

3. How does such a device work?

When a program requires a data item, it attempts to get it from the cache. If the item is found

in the cache, it is taken and used by the program. Otherwise, the item is found in memory that

is lower in the hierarchy and brought up to the cache, possibly replacing some other item.
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Question 5: CPU schedulers

1. State how the Completely Fair Scheduler works

Selects the ready-to-run process with the least spent processing time

2. State something that is good about this scheduler

a process that spends a lot of time sleeping does not get penalized for that and when it awakens

it will likely be given a shot of processing time since its spent time is low

3. Forgetting about overhead, name a pretty bad scheduler and say why it is so bad

A FIFO. Generally have low throughput since long processes may hog the CPU and prevent the

short processes from completing in a timely fashion

4. How is a red-black tree used in CPU scheduling?

As a priority queue
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